






The Asia-Pacific War and Japanese Pedagogy 




	 	 This paper examins the structure and its historical caracteristics of Kaigo Tokiomi’s plan 
(‘Kaikusyo’)of Japanese dominance of Southeast Asian Nations and Japanese colonial education during 
the Asia-Pacific War, including its making process.. During the Fifteen Years’War ,in the final years under 
general mobilization , not only were most of Japanese educational scientists  mobilized , but also some of 
them ,as professionals,  committed educational and learning’s  war crimes. Kaigo Tokiomi is more than no 
exception. 
	 	 His ideas , pedagogy and activities concerning his educational war crime during the FifteenYears’ 
War, however, have not yet examined completely, nor evaluated. The author  clarifies the question of what 
was the war responsibility of  Kaigo Tokiomi . 
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9)	 ƛǅư¥ϹĎȾϒə551Ѹ553ь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29)	 ĎȾˋǵƞ΂ΙÍт̺ 1Ǌ 506Ѹ507ь 
30) 31) 32)	 ĎȾˋǵƞ΂ΙÍт̺ 1Ǌ505ь
503ь506ь 
33) 34) 35) 36) 	 ĎȾˋǵƞ΂ΙÍт̺ 2Ǌ509
ь498ь501ь502Ѹ503ь 





















47)	 ĎȾˋǵƞ΂ΙÍт̺ 1Ǌ368ь 
48)	 ĎȾˋǵƞ΂ΙÍт̺ 2Ǌ384ь 
49) 50)	 ņ386ь 
51) 52)	 ĎȾˋǵƞ΂ΙÍт̺ 2 Ǌ381 ь
383ь 
53)	 ĎȾ·¯ɒͺ̺ 1 Ǌ̺ 4 Ł1942 Ǖ 3 ɶ
10ь 
54) 55) 56) 57)	 ĎȾˋǵƞ΂ΙÍт̺ 1Ǌ497
Ѹ498ь499ь381ь383ь 




63) 64) 65)	 ĎȾƂʂ¯Țª8ɒͺ364 ь366
ь367ь 
66)	 ņ367ь 
67) 68) 69)	 ņ383ь380ь381ь 
70)	 ņ381ь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